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Executive summary
The background
The exposure of the iconic section of railway line between Exeter St Davids and Newton Abbot to the
sea, and to estuary flooding, and the instability of its cut landward slopes has, since its original
construction by Brunel in 1846, placed operational challenges upon those charged with maintaining
fully serviceable rail infrastructure over the route. Events such as those that occurred in February and
March 2014 – the wall failure at Dawlish and subsequent slop failure at Woodlands Avenue – have
occurred throughout the line’s history. Recognising that with predicted climate change, such events
were going to occur more frequently, Network Rail commissioned consultants CH2M Hill to prepare a
long term strategy for ensuring the long term resilience of the line.

The optioneering process
Under the first phase of the commission information that would help inform decisions about
investment options which might warrant consideration under the long term strategy was compiled.
Brought together within the Phase 1 Baseline Report were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A review of the historical challenges faced along this stretch of railway;
An assessment of future climate change and recommendations as to the scenarios which future
designs will need to consider;
An assessment of coastal processes and metocean conditions;
An assessment of the main assets including cliffs and defence structures;
An appraisal of the line’s existing resilience and of its future operational requirements;
Details of the natural and social environment which may constrain future investment options.

The project’s Options Assessment Report, the culmination of the project’s second phase, outlines the
process involved in producing the intermediate long and short lists and the resulting outputs which
support the recommendations for preferred options that are presented. Through this process a long
list of some 531 potential coastal and geotechnical solutions for delivering improved resilience was
narrowed down to the most promising solutions which merited further investigation. From these 123
shortlisted solutions, some 49 preferred coastal and geotechnical options, where appropriate, were
selected, one for each coastal and geotechnical subdivision of the route. The preferred options to
improve the railway resilience against geotechnical and coastal disruption in combination form what
is presented as the Resilience Strategy within this Single Option Selection Report. Risks to the
successful implementation of the investment strategy are discussed in Section 9 and listed in Appendix
A.

The business case
The economic case for adopting this strategy generally follows that promoted under the Department
for Transport’s (DfT) WebTAG appraisal guidance. Each of the types of costs benefits which are
normally included in a WebTAG appraisal have been estimated and monetised, and qualitative
assessments of the potential wider impacts of improved route resilience have also been presented.
WebTAG states that the costs and benefits resulting from public investment in should be assessed
against a baseline scenario where the investment does not occur. Estimates of the incremental
impacts of the resilience strategies against a do-minimum baseline assuming current maintenance
activities and renewals on a like-for-like modern equivalent basis have therefore been made.
The main costs in the appraisal are driven by the proposed phasing of infrastructure works. The main
benefits and cost savings are driven by the estimated reduction in the frequency of instances of
disruption to the rail network.
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Instances of disruption have been categorised by severity, with three categories of disruption event
identified. The estimated frequency of each type of disruption event under the do-minimum scenario
and under the strategies considered is an output of the coastal, geotechnical and estuary work
streams. These frequencies are then used to estimate the overall likelihood of disruption events taking
place over the 100 year time horizon for this study. It is to be noted that under the do-minimum
scenario, the probability of the worst types of disruption is forecast to increase markedly, particularly
over the latter 50 years of the time period considered.
The costs and dis-benefits for each type of event have been estimated using a combination of historical
cost and revenue information and rail industry demand and revenue forecasting tools.
Although two resilience strategies were originally developed, these intended to demonstrate the
trade-off between the levels of resilience provided, the likely cost to funders, and the economic value
for money, the one presented here is Network Rail’s preferred option as it provides the greater level
of resilience, superior economic value for money, and lower likely whole life cost to funders, albeit
with a moderately higher investment cost.
WebTAG states that the impacts of public investment should be monetised over an appraisal period
which reflects the life of the new assets, suggesting a 60 year default appraisal period for major
infrastructure.
The life of the main interventions contained within the strategies is broadly 100 years and it has been
recommended that these interventions are phased at intervals over the next 100 years. This means
that there would be a significant residual asset value remaining after 60 years. CH2M’s view, which is
consistent with DfT’s advice, is that the appraisal should be conducted under a number of scenarios
to explore the impact of differing appraisal periods and the treatment of residual asset value. The
appraisal has therefore been conducted under the following three scenarios.
•

Central scenario. In this central appraisal scenario, a 60 year appraisal period has been used and
a residual asset value at the end of this period estimated.

•

Very long term scenario. In this very long term scenario, a 100 year appraisal period has been
used and a zero residual asset value included.

•

Sensitivity test. This is a sensitivity test using a 60 year appraisal period and assuming no residual
asset value. The purpose of this test is to illustrate the impact of the residual asset value on the
appraisal results.

The economic appraisal results are highly sensitive to the length of the appraisal period and to a lesser
extent the inclusion of a residual asset value. This is because the forecast probability of the worst
categories of disruption event increases at a substantial rate. Over the second 50 years of the appraisal
period in particular, the rate of increase in the likelihood of disruption far exceeds the reduction in
benefits due to discounting in the appraisal. In other words, the value of the proposed assets is
expected to increase significantly in real terms as the prevailing conditions resulting from climate
change worsen.
Under the central scenario the preferred strategy has an estimated benefit to cost ratio (BCR) of 2.03.
This falls within DfT’s High value for money classification indicated by a BCR of between 2.0 and 4.0.
Under the very long term scenario the estimated BCR is over 90 (due to significant long term cost
savings and benefits accrual) which falls within DfT’s Very High value for money categorisation. As
discussed above, this is because with worsening climate change, the value of the proposed
interventions is likely to increase substantially over time.
Under the main sensitivity test (60 years no residual value) the estimated BCR is 1.79. This falls within
DfT’s Medium value for money classification.
Finally, it is expected that in the short term there would some wider benefits to the economy of
Cornwall and West Devon from improved resilience, which, under WebTAG rules, have not been
monetised in the economic appraisal. The most obvious of these impacts is the avoidance of lost sales
for local businesses as fewer journeys to the area would be cancelled or postponed.
IV
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In the longer term it is believed that, in the absence of substantial investment, periods of lengthy and
highly disruptive route closures will become so regular that individuals and businesses will question
the viability of rail as a mode of transport. It seems very likely that this would adversely affect decisions
to invest in Cornwall and West Devon. Conversely, a commitment from the UK Government to invest
in the long term viability of the rail network between Exeter and Newton Abbot and beyond would
signal to potential businesses and individuals that Cornwall and West Devon are worth investing in.

The investment strategy
The following figures summarise the investment profile during the strategy and the Gantt charts
summarise the investments in terms of actions, their value and timing that are envisaged under this
resilience strategy. These are also reproduced at A3 scale in Appendix B.

Figure ESES-1: Investment
Investment spend profile by control period

Figure ESES-2: Cumulative investment
investment spend profile by control period
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SECTION 1

Introduction
1.1

Background

This resilience study focuses upon the 32 kilometres of the Western Route extending between the
train stations of Exeter St Davids and Newton Abbot (Figure 1-1). This iconic stretch of railway follows
that of Brunel’s coastal route established in 1846 and includes both the Exe and Teign estuaries as
well as the exposed coastal section between Dawlish Warren and Teignmouth.
This section of the Western Route carries long-distance train services from stations in Devon and
Cornwall to London, Bristol, Wales, the Midlands, Northern England and Scotland. It also
accommodates freight services and local services; the key local stations are highlighted on Figure 1-1.
Despite Network Rail (NR)’s widely acknowledged success in repairing the catastrophic infrastructure
damage that occurred in February 2014, and restoring services, the weather resilience of the railway
serving Devon and Cornwall remains a significant issue for Government, local stakeholders, train
operating companies and NR as Britain’s rail infrastructure owner.

Figure
w keyy locations
ca
s
g r 1-1:: Study area with
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1.2 Objectives
In December 2014 CH2M was commissioned by NR Infrastructure Limited to undertake the Exeter to
Newton Abbot Geo-Environmental Resilience Study. The primary objective of this commission is to
develop a Resilience Strategy that identifies a holistic long-term asset management plan for the
railway line that is:
•

gives a minimum 50 year view for engineering solutions;

•

gives a Best Whole Life Cost / Social, Economic & Environmental solution;

•

based on a 100 year climate change view;

•

gives operational resilience in terms of safety and performance;

•

gives mean times between service affecting asset failures;

•

gives sufficient capacity to accommodate the long-term strategic requirements.

The study has been split into the following three phases, with key deliverables associated with each:
•

Phase 1: Definition of the Baseline

•

Phase 2: Option Assessment

•

Phase 3: Resilience Strategy

1.3 Report purpose
This report covers Phase 3 and describes the long term strategy that has been developed and the
recommended solutions that have resulted from this study. Aligned with requirements set out in the
CRD, and building upon the format adopted for the Phase 2 report, the document structure is below:
Sec;on 1: an introduc*on which sets out the purpose and context of this Phase 3 report.
Sec;on 2: describes the process through which the solu*ons presented have been produced, and the
Resilience Strategy this aligns with.
Sec;on 3: describes the beneﬁts that have been considered as part of this study.
Sec;on 4: presents the recommenda*ons, costs and associated beneﬁts for the sec*on of line
between Exeter St Davids Sta*on and Dawlish Warren Sta*on.
Sec;on 5: presents the equivalent recommenda*ons, costs and associated beneﬁts for the sec*on of
line between Dawlish Warren Sta*on and Kennaway Tunnel.
Sec;on 6: presents the equivalent recommenda*ons, costs and associated beneﬁts for the sec*on of
line between Kennaway Tunnel and Parson’s Tunnel.
Sec;on 7: presents the equivalent recommenda*ons, costs and associated beneﬁts for the sec*on of
line between Parson’s Tunnel and Teignmouth Sta*on.
Sec;on 8: presents the equivalent recommenda*ons, costs and associated beneﬁts for the sec*on of
line between Teignmouth Sta*on and Newton Abbot Sta*on.
Sec;on 9: iden*ﬁes the key risks that require considera*on if the strategies are to be successfully
implemented – a more comprehensive list is aKached in Appendix A
Sec;on 10: summarises the results in the form of a suggested programme of works and investment
costs .

2
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531 Long Listed Options
123 Short Listed Options
49 Preferred Options
Figure
2-2
of options
i
2 : Diagram
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Note: there are 34 CBUs and 15 coastal units, so there is one preferred option for each of these locations.

2.2 Climate change scenarios
In the Phase 1 Baseline Report, appropriate climate change scenarios for Phase 2 and 3 were discussed
and selected. The scenarios presented in the Phase 1 report draw on climate change guidance from
the Environment Agency (2011), UK Climate Impacts Programme (2009), Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change Fifth Assessment Report (2013) and the SimCLIM model (2013). These consider a
“mid” range scenario to 2065 and “high” range to 2115. The rationale for this decision is to have a
“likely as not” scenario for the first 50 years of the Resilience Strategy whilst exploring options to adapt
to the more aggressive “high” scenario in 2115.
The “low” and “high” climate change scenarios for the epoch to 2065 are considered to provide
guidance on how the phasing of implementations can be altered should recorded climate change
impacts be different to those predicted. For example, the Resilience Strategy can be adapted for more
or less aggressive climate change effects by either anticipating or delaying interventions if desired.
Likewise, the “low” and “medium” scenarios are considered as guidance for the latter half of the
strategies should the effects of climate change prove to be less aggressive than assumed by this study.
The relevant climate change variables selected in Phase 1 are summarised below in Table 2-1.
Table
Report
le 2-1:: Climate
te scenarios
e ios recommended
m
d byy Phase
s 1 Baseline
a
or

Change Factors
Climate Metric
2050 Med

2050 High

2100 Med

2100 High

+2.7oC

+5.1 oC

+3.9 oC

+7.9 oC

+14.5cm

+20.8cm

+40.8cm

+81.2cm

0.5% probability storm surge

N/A

+35cm

N/A

+70cm

Winter rainfall

+5%

+23%

+15%

+69%

Summer rainfall

-9%

-14%

-15%

-43%

Rainfall intensity

+10%

+20%

+20%

+40%

River flows

+20%

+40%

+30%

+75%

Mean summer temperature
Sea level rise

Note: the increase of the storm surge height is not typically added to the medium scenario as it is intended to be used
as a sensitivity test of the high scenario.

2.3 Categories of disruption events
In preparing this study the term strategy is defined to mean the package of interventions required to
provide a given level of protection against particular types of disruption events.
Three categories of disruption events have been defined:
•

Extreme. This is an event resulting in a closure of the railway between Exeter and Newton Abbot
for a duration of at least a week. Examples of this type of event include the 2014 collapse of the

4
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sea wall at Dawlish, and the landslip at Woodlands Avenue, also in 2014. Events of this nature
typically involve a closure of several weeks or months.
•

Severe. This is an event resulting in a closure of the railway between Exeter and Newton Abbot
for a duration of between 48 hours and one week. Examples of this type event could include an
extensive track ballast wash out or a localised land slip which requires several days to clear the
track.

•

Moderate. This is an event resulting in disruption to the railway of a severity up to the equivalent
of a 48 hour closure. Examples of this include the imposition of temporary speed restrictions,
single line working, and short duration closures to clear debris or repair small infrastructure faults.
Short term closures such as when a CrossCountry C220 Class “Voyager” service was stopped at
the mouth of Kennaway Tunnel after being struck by a wave in September 2015 are included
within this category.

The data available on the historical number of this type of event is less comprehensive than for
extreme and severe events. This is because the underlying cause of more moderate disruption is less
clear. Based on anecdotal evidence it is suspected that the number of moderate events attributed in
the data to poor weather and the coastal environment underestimates the actual number of these
occurrences.

2.4 Do-minimum scenario
The do-minimum scenario is the situation that would be reasonably expected to occur in the absence
of the interventions contained within the strategies presented in this report.
In the do-minimum scenario it has been assumed that additional funding to improve the resilience of
the route is not provided and that assets continue to be maintained on a modern equivalent like-forlike basis.
Figures 2-2, 2-3 and 2-4 show a forecast annual frequency of disruption event by category of event
and by asset type over the 50 years from 2015. Also shown are the combined frequencies of the three
types of disruption events. These combined frequencies are lower than the sum of the individual
frequencies by asset type, based on an estimate of the proportion of events by type that are likely to
occur concurrently.

2.4.1

Likelihood of disruption events

The change in frequency of disruption events under the do-minimum scenario from 2015 to 2115 are
shown in Figures 2-3 to 2-5 and summarised in Table 2-2 below. These demonstrate that a significant
increase in all types of disruption event is forecast by 2065 with the reliability of undisrupted service
drastically reduced by 2115.
Table
likelihood
under
le 2-2:: Disruption
is
l
n r Doo Minimum
Likelihood expressed as once every X years
2015

2065

2115

Extreme

Severe

Moderate

Extreme

Severe

Moderate

Extreme

Severe

Moderate

Geotech

1/50

1/10

1/1

1/19

1/3.5

1/0.33

1/7

1/1.4

1/0.14

Coastal

1/42

1/4.5

1/1

1/5

1/1

1/0.75

1/2

1/0.5

1/0.25

Estuarine

1/200

1/145

1/64

1/75

1/10

1/7.5

1/10

1/7.5

1/2.5

Overall

1/25

1/3.5

1/0.5

1/4

1/0.75

1/0.25

1/1.5

1/0.38

1/0.08
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2.5 The resilience strategy
2.5.1

Aim of the strategy

The Resilience Strategy is intended to provide a substantial increase in the resilience of the route, as
follows:
•

The probability of an extreme disruption event for any given asset type reduces to no more than
once every 100 years

•

The probability of a severe disruption event for any given asset type reduces to no more than once
every 20 years.

•

A reduced probability of moderate disruptions relative to the Do Minimum scenario, although no
target specified.

2.5.2

Infrastructure schemes

The phasing of the individual infrastructure interventions contained within the strategy is intended to
provide this enhanced level of resilience as soon as practicable, recognising that some of the proposed
interventions would take several years to deliver and that several of the existing assets have a
reasonable residual life. The timing and extent of the interventions have been selected by taking into
account the study’s climate change assumptions. If climate change effects (in particular sea level rise)
are recorded to be lower than the assumptions, certain works can be delayed. Conversely if climate
change is more aggressive than the assumptions, works can be brought forward and completed sooner
or solutions can be adapted in later years.
The infrastructure schemes included in the Resilience Strategy are shown below in Table 2-3. Included
in this table is the Control Period (CP) in which the construction work is recommended to be
undertaken, and the estimated cost of each intervention.
Table
schemes
le 2-3: The Resilience Strategy
te y infrastructure
in a t u
c
s
Further detail on each infrastructure scheme is contained in Sections 4 to 8
Asset type

Coastal

Geotechnical

Infrastructure scheme

Project
development

Proposed
implementation

Estimated cost
range
£ 2014/15 *

Construction of new sea wall and beach
nourishment at Kennaway Tunnel and
adjacent to Rockstone Footbridge

CP5

CP6

£9.7m to £13.1m

Construction of new sea wall and beach
nourishment at Dawlish beach and station

CP7

CP8

£29.6m to £40m

Construction of new rock revetment between
Langstone Rock and Dawlish Warren

CP7

CP8

£7.2m to £9.8m

Construction of new sea wall at Coryton Cove

CP11

CP12

£2.5m to £3.4m

Construction of new rock revetment between
Clerk’s and Parson’s Tunnels

CP11

CP12

£31.5m to
£42.6m

Teignmouth reclamation and cliff works,
including new tunnel portal, throat and track
realignment at Parson’s Tunnel, new bridge at
Smugglers Lane, and meshing and toe barrier
at Slocums Bridge.

CP5/6

CP6/7

£250m to £338m

Central tunnels (rock shelters, drainage and
meshing works)

CP5/6

CP6/7

£29.2m to
£39.4m

Dawlish cliff works (toe barrier and dentition)

CP5/6

CP6/7

£4.8m to £6.6m
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Estuary

Construction of new embankment at
Powderham Banks

CP7

CP8

£13m to £17.5m

Construction of steel sheet pile wall at
Starcross

CP7

CP8

£5.8m to £7.8m

Defence raising at Teignmouth

CP9

CP10

£1.4m to £1.9m

Construction of steel sheet pile wall from
Powderham Banks to north of Starcross

CP11

CP12

£15.8m to
£21.4m

Construction of steel sheet pile wall from
south of Starcross to Eastdon

CP14

CP15

£11.5m to
£15.5m

Defence raising along Teign Estuary (near
Shaldon Bridge)

CP14

CP15

£2.8m to £3.8m

Construction of steel sheet pile wall (defence
raising) along Exeter Canal to Turf Locks

CP14

CP15

£16.5m to
£22.3m

Defence raising along the Teign Estuary (near
Bishopsteignton)

CP17

CP18

£11.4m to
£15.4m

Construction of steel sheet pile wall from
Eastdon to Dawlish Warren

CP17

CP 18

£4.3m to £5.8m

TOTAL

£447m to £605m

* Excludes risk and contingency, includes 66% optimism bias

2.5.3

Estimated frequency of disruption events

Figures 2-6, 2-7 and 2-8 show the forecast annual frequency of disruption event by category of event
and by asset type over the 50 years from 2015. Also shown are the combined frequencies of the three
types of disruption events. These combined frequencies are lower than the sum of the individual
frequencies by asset type, based on an estimate of the proportion of events by type that are likely to
occur concurrently.
Following the completion of the geotechnical schemes by the end of CP7, it is estimated that the
probability of an extreme geotechnical disruption event will drop to almost zero.
The likelihood of an extreme coastal disruption event will reduce markedly following the completion
of the proposed coastal interventions in CP6, CP8 and CP12. The estimated probability of an extreme
coastal event following the completion of the proposed coastal interventions in CP6, CP8 and CP12, is
1/94, 1/190 and 1/450 respectively. This is a marked reduction versus the do-minimum scenario.
The change in frequency of disruption events under the do-minimum scenario from 2015 to 2115 are
shown in Figures 2-6 to 2-8 and summarised in Table 2-4 below. These demonstrate that a significant
reduction in all types of disruption event can be achieved by 2065 in comparison with the do-minimum
scenario.
Table
likelihood
under
Strategy
le 2-4:: Disruption
is
l
n r the Resilience
lie
tr
Likelihood expressed as once every X years
2015

2065

2115

Extreme

Severe

Moderate

Extreme

Severe

Moderate

Extreme

Severe

Moderate

Geotech

1/50

1/10

1/1

-

-

1/100

-

-

1/37

Coastal

1/42

1/4.5

1/1

1/450

1/70

1/10

1/300

1/10

1/0.75

Estuarine

1/200

1/145

1/75

1/1000

1/1000

1/200

1/1000

1/1000

1/200

Overall

1/25

1/3.5

1/0.5

1/385

1/66

1/5

1/270

1/10

1/0.75
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SECTION 3

Overview of benefits
3.1 Introduction
This section of the report details the economic appraisal of the two alternative strategies developed
to improve the resilience of the railway between Exeter and Newton Abbot.
The main focus of this section is a monetised appraisal of the impacts of these strategies in a manner
consistent with the Department for Transport’s (DfT) WebTAG appraisal guidance. This guidance is
DfT’s application of HM Treasury’s Green Book.
At the end of this section a review of the evidence from other recent studies into potential wider
economic impacts of disruption to the same section of railway is provided. The types of impacts which
could potentially occur are not monetised in a WebTAG-based appraisal.

3.2 Overview of the monetised impacts
WebTAG states that projects requiring public investment should be assessed against a do-minimum
case where this investment is assumed not to occur. This monetised appraisal therefore considers the
incremental impacts of the Resilience Strategy against a base of the Do-Minimum scenario.
WebTAG states that the impacts of a transport scheme should be split between impacts on DfT funding
requirements, and other impacts. These other impacts are typically categorised as scheme benefits
and other financial impacts.
In assessing the economic case for a scheme DfT considers the monetised value of the benefits and
other impacts, versus the impact on DfT funding requirements. A key appraisal result is the benefit to
cost ratio (BCR), where the cost is defined as the change in DfT funding requirements caused by the
scheme, and the benefit is the sum of all of the other monetised impacts.
It has been assumed that all of the financial impacts to transport providers such as NR and Train
Operating Companies (TOCs) will ultimately be met by DfT. This is because NR is an arms-length agency
of DfT and because the relevant TOC franchises will have been re-let by the time the schemes have
been implemented.
Table 3-1 describes the types of incremental impact that have been quantified in the monetised
appraisal.

PHASE 3 RESILIENCE STRATEGY
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Table
a 3-1
3 : Monetised impacts
p t
Impact type

Impact

Description

Benefit

Passenger travel time

Under the strategy the level of disruption to rail services will reduce. This will
result in a reduction in passengers’ travel time. Benefits have been estimated
based upon the value of this reduction using the industry standard MOIRA
software, along with Passenger Demand Forecasting Handbook (PDFH)
evidence on late time multipliers and passengers’ awareness of short-notice
disruption to services.

Benefit

Externalities from
increased use of road
transport

Under the strategy the number of rail journeys made will increase, partly
through a switch from highway travel to rail travel. WebTAG states that
harmful externalities of transport usage are higher per car user mile than per
rail passenger mile. The switch from road to rail will therefore reduce these
harmful impacts, which can be split between the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•

Congestion
Greenhouse Gases
Local Air Quality
Noise
Accidents

Quantification of these impacts uses the same data as calculation passenger
travel time impacts, as well as unit values of these impacts from WebTAG.
Benefit

Reduced vehicle
operating costs

WebTAG states that travel by rail is less expensive than travel by car. There is
therefore a financial disbenefit for passengers who transfer from rail to road
thereby increasing vehicle operating costs.

Other impact

Reduced other taxation
receipts

WebTAG convention is that passengers fund new trips by rail by forgoing
expenditure on goods or services to which VAT applies. As VAT is not applied
to rail fares, the VAT is forgone. This revenue is lost by HM Treasury, so is
treated as an “other impact” and not a cost to DfT.

Other impact

Non-rail property repair
saving

Not assessed at this stage due to a lack of information.

Other impact

Rail freight cost saving

Not assessed at this stage due to a lack of information.

Cost (to DfT)

Infrastructure
investment

This is the cost of the infrastructure interventions which comprise the
resilience strategies. Costs estimates have been produced by CH2M and its
team. Optimism bias at 66% has been added to these estimates for appraisal
purposes, which is the rate recommended by WebTAG for early stage
development projects (GRIP stage 1).

Cost (saving to
DfT)

Infrastructure repair

This is the avoided cost of infrastructure repairs due to the improved
resilience provided by the strategies.
Costs estimates are based on actual costs and no optimism bias is applied

Cost (saving or
cost to DfT)

Maintenance

This is the change in maintenance costs after the interventions have been
implemented.
Costs estimates for new maintenance activities have been produced by CH2M
and its team. Optimism bias at 66% has been added to these estimates for
appraisal purposes, which is the rate recommended by WebTAG for early
stage development projects (GRIP stage 1).
Costs estimates for existing activities are based on actual costs and no
optimism bias is applied

Cost (saving or
cost to DfT)

Renewals

Not assessed at this stage due to a lack of information.

Cost (saving to
DfT)

Passenger revenue
increase

This is the avoided loss of passenger fares revenue as a consequence of the
reduced level of disruption provided by the strategy. Values are calculated
using industry standard information, and exogenous growth rates are taken
from NR’s Western Route Study.
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3.3 Appraisal results
3.3.1

Introduction

This section presents the results of the monetised economic appraisal. All figures are presented in
2010 values unless stated. This is standard practice under WebTAG appraisal guidance.
WebTAG states that the impacts of public investment should be monetised over an appraisal period
which reflects the life of the new assets, suggesting a 60 year default appraisal period for major
infrastructure.
The life of the main interventions contained within the strategy is broadly 100 years and it has been
recommended that these interventions are phased at intervals over the next 100 years. This means
that there would be a significant residual asset value remaining after 60 years. The scenarios and
sensitivity tests are summarised below:
•

Central scenario. In this central appraisal scenario, a 60 year appraisal period has been used and
a residual asset value at the end of this period assumed.

•

Very long term scenario. In this very long term scenario, a 100 year appraisal period has been
used and a zero residual asset value assumed.

•

Sensitivity test. This is a sensitivity test using a 60 year appraisal period and assuming no residual
asset value. The purpose of this test is to illustrate the impact of the residual asset value on the
appraisal results.

The key appraisal statistics are as follows:
•

Present Value of Benefits (PVB). This is the value of all of the benefits and other impacts of the
strategy, (see the categorisation in table 3-1).

•

Present Value of Costs (PVC). This is the value of all of the costs and savings to DfT as a result of
the strategy, (see the categorisation in table 3-1). A positive PVC indicates the strategy will
increase DfT’s funding requirement.

•

Net Present Value (NPV). This is the PVB minus the PVC. A positive NPV indicates that the strategy
has an overall monetised benefit in net terms.

•

Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR). This is the PVB divided by the PVC. DfT categorises the value for money
of a scheme as follows:
o

BCR < 1.0 = poor (value for money)

o

BCR 1.0 - 1.49 = low

o

BCR 1.5 – 1.99 = medium

o

BCR 2.0 – 3.99 = high

o

BCR 4.0 or higher = very high

The results of the appraisal scenarios and sensitivity tests are summarised in Table 3-2 in Section 3.3.5.

3.3.2

Central scenario (60 years, including residual value)

The estimated PVB of the Resilience Strategy considered over 60 years is £485m and the estimated
PVC is £239m, giving a NPV of £245m and a BCR of 2.03. On this basis the Resilience Strategy falls
within DfT’s High value for money classification indicated by a BCR of between 2.0 and 3.99
Figure 3-1 below shows the split of PVB by the type of impact. The largest proportion of the PVB (88%)
is saved passenger travel time. This is typical of other resilience or rail performance improvement
schemes.
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Figure 3-2 below shows the split of PVC by the type of impact. As would be expected, the cost of the
new infrastructure is partially offset by other cost savings.
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3.3.3

Very long term scenario

On the basis of a 100 year appraisal, the estimated PVB of the Resilience Strategy is £1,335.8m and
the estimated PVC only £14.5m, giving a NPV of £1,321m and a BCR of more than 90. On this basis the
Resilience Strategy falls within DfT’s Very High value for money classification indicated by a BCR in
excess of 4.0. The very low PVC is due to significant cost savings to ongoing maintenance generated
by the interventions.
The significantly improved appraisal result compared to the central scenario is because the probability
of disruption increases significantly over time and a lot of the benefit is therefore weighted towards
the latter half of the Resilience Strategy. The resultant monetised benefits, as well as the costs saving
through avoided passenger revenue loss and infrastructure repairs are extremely high over Years 61
to 100 of the appraisal period.

3.3.4

Sensitivity test (60 year appraisal, zero residual value)

Under this sensitivity test, the estimated PVB of the Resilience Strategy is £428m and the estimated
PVC is £239m, giving a NPV of £189m and a BCR of 1.79. On this basis the Resilience Strategy falls
within DfT’s medium value for money classification indicated by a BCR of between 1.49 and 2.0.
PHASE 3 RESILIENCE STRATEGY
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Following discussions with NR and DfT, further sensitivity tests have been applied. These are described
further under Section 3.3.5 below.

3.3.5

Summary of appraisal scenarios

It can be seen from the results summarised in Table 3-2 that although the Resilience Strategy provides
medium value for money under the standard 60-year WebTAG appraisal window, significantly more
benefit is achieved under the “Very Long Term Scenario”. Due to the scale and nature of the
investment projects proposed within the strategy, such as the cliff stabilisation works and the new sea
wall, these interventions have a very long design life. Therefore this “very long term” scenario is more
representative of the benefits likely to be achieved by the Resilience Strategy.
Table
le 3-2:: Summary
a of appraisal scenarioss
Present value
benefit (PVB)

Present value cost
(PVC)

Net present value
(NPV)

Benefit cost ratio
(BCR)

£485m

£239m

£245m

2.03

£1,336m

£15m

£1,321m

92.27

Zero residual value 60 year

£428m

£239m

£189m

1.79

Central sensitivity 1*

£514m

£232m

£281m

2.21

Central sensitivity 2*

£499m

£239m

£259

2.08

Central sensitivity 3*

£380m

£264m

£116m

1.44

Central sensitivity 4*

£607m

£213m

£394m

2.85

Scenario
Central 60 year
Very long term 100 year

*The sensitivities are described below.

Based on discussions with NR and DfT a number of sensitivity tests were undertaken. All sensitivities
use the Central case plus one variation. The sensitivities undertaken were:
•

Central sensitivity 1: a 10% one-off uplift to revenue growth to account for an additional hourly
train service was applied as recommended by NR;

•

Central sensitivity 2: It was felt that the frequency of moderate impact events could be greater
in value than the more severe events. In order to address this an uplift to the avoided loss of
passenger fares revenue as a consequence of the reduced level of fares disruption was applied;

•

Central sensitivity 3: in this case demand growth was capped at year 10, and for;

•

Central sensitivity 4: Demand was allowed to grow to year 30.

3.4 Wider economic benefits
3.4.1

Overview

There are a number of other sources of benefit which are not typically quantified in a WebTAG-based
appraisal but which are increasingly recognised in other forms of scheme appraisal requiring
Government funding. The wider amenity and community benefits of the solutions proposed warrants
further consideration in this respect. An in-depth assessment of the socio-economic benefits of the
proposals to residents and visitors to Dawlish and Teignmouth, and the long term flood benefits
afforded to the community at Starcross are two areas through which further benefits could potentially
be realised.
In order to identify other areas of benefit, the following documents of relevance to the study area
have been reviewed:
•

20

Productivity and Wider Economic Impact Study, Final Report. Parsons Brinkerhoff on behalf of
the Peninsula Rail Task Force. April 2015.
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•

The South West Spine: The Case for Greater Investment across the South West Peninsula
Railway Network. Cornwall Council, Devon County Council, Plymouth City Council, Somerset
County Council, Torbay Council. February 2013.

•

Sea-level rise impacts on transport infrastructure: The notorious case of the coastal railway
line at Dawlish, England. Dawson et al, Journal of Transport Geography 51 (2016).

•

The future of the Dawlish railway line, Devon, UK. Understood to be unpublished work by Dr
David Dawson. March 2016.

The first and the fourth of these publications in particular present other monetised benefits that could
be gained from improvements to the railway.
NR’s Long Distance Passenger Market Study and Regional Urban Market Study also both present a
quantification of the wider impact of rail service improvements, however the work was not specifically
focussed on the current study area or service resilience.
Several key themes are common to a number of the above reports:
•

A location’s economic wellbeing tends to be linked to how well that location is connected to
the main economic centres in Great Britain.

•

Cornwall and [West] Devon are both less well connected to the rest of Great Britain than most
other locations, and have a level of economic performance that is below the GB average.

•

Events related to extreme weather in the coastal environment further reduce the
connectivity of West Devon and Cornwall through increases in rail journey times and
reductions in the frequency of rail services.

•

Climate change is likely to result in a significant increase in the number of disruption events.

3.4.2

NR’s view of the potential non-monetised wider economic benefits

NR agrees with a number of the key conclusions of the above reports, several of which accord with
the findings of this study.
It is NR’s view that the assessment of the wider benefits presented in a number of these papers could
be improved if the impacts were differentiated by those which are likely to be short-term and
temporary and those which are likely to be longer-term and more permanent.

3.4.2.1
2

Shorte
h er term impacts
p c

Clearly, some passengers would be extremely inconvenienced by the extreme and severe disruption
events considered in this study. Passengers who were unware of disruption prior to commencing their
journey would either be very late to their destination or be forced to abort their partially completed
journey. Passengers who were aware of the disruption would either need to amend their mode of
travel or to postpone or cancel their journey.
In either case the majority of the impacts are likely to be captured in a WebTAG based appraisal,
however some impacts, such as the loss of local expenditure through deferred or cancelled journeys,
are not. Given the importance of tourism to the local economy this may result in a significant on the
day loss to the local economy, although organisations’ valuations of these losses have varied
significantly.
NR considers it unlikely that more permanent impacts such as a change in economic productivity are
likely to occur in the shorter term. This is for two reasons:
•

Based on CH2M’s analysis the probability of extreme and severe disruption events is low. It is
therefore not currently expected that businesses or individuals would alter their investment
decisions based on an anticipation of major rail service disruption.

•

Rail is likely to account for only a small proportion of journeys made through the south Devon
transport corridor, with highways likely to account for the majority of journeys. The highway
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network is therefore unlikely to struggle to cope with the transfer of journeys from rail during
rail disruption, (although there may be some local difficulties), and the impact on overall
connectivity from investment in rail is likely to be moderate for most journeys.

3.4.2.2
2

Longer
g term
t m impactss

The analysis shows that the probability of all types of disruption events is likely to increase markedly
over time. For example it is estimated that, under the do-minimum scenario, by 2065 the likelihood
of an extreme disruption event will be the equivalent of one event every four years.
Given this projected frequency of disruption event, it is expected that many businesses and individuals
could view rail services as extremely unreliable and may take this into account when making
investment decisions.
The extent to which the impact of a highly unreliable rail route may be offset by a reliable highway
network is unclear, however with 50 years’ of potential road traffic and rail travel growth it seems
likely that the impact of rail disruption on the road network will be more severe than currently.
The point in time when the frequency of disruption events becomes sufficiently high to influence
investment decisions is unclear. However, it seems reasonable to conclude that, in the absence of
infrastructure investment, poor route resilience is likely to permanently affect the economic
performance of Cornwall and West Devon before the time horizon for this study is reached.
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SECTION 4

Exeter St Davids to Dawlish Warren
196m 00ch to 197m 10ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by a combination of the Exeter Canal embankments and the Alphington flood relief
channel.
The proposed solution is to raise the landward embankment by installing steel sheet piles to deliver additional
protection to the railway.
The finished defence crest level (top of pile cap) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

Reduced impact on Alphington flood relief channel compared with embankment raising.

•

Most economical solution

•

Alphington embankment is not strong enough to take additional load resulting in longer steel sheet piles (increased
cost).

•

Visual impact

•

Vibration from piling (close to railway line)

•

Embankment ownership

COSTS AND TIMINGS

Capital works: CP15
Value:

£4.5m to £6.0m
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EXETER ST DAVIDS TO DAWLISH WARREN

197m 10ch to 199m 50ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by the Exeter Canal embankments.
The proposed solution is to raise the landward embankment of the Exeter Canal by installing steel sheet piles to deliver
additional protection to the railway.
The finished defence crest level (top of pile cap) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

Most economical solution

•

Works would have no impact on railway operations

•

Embankment ownership may affect ease of access/adaptation

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP15

•

Value:

24

Opportunity should be taken by ECC to also raise embankment along East side of canal

£12.1m to £16.3m
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EXETER ST DAVIDS TO DAWLISH WARREN

199m 50ch to 200m 50ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by the Environment Agency defences at Powderham Banks.
The proposed solution is to undertake a managed realignment, building a new embankment along the railway alignment
and creating space for compensatory intertidal habitat. The new embankment would connect into the existing canal
embankment at Turf Locks.
The finished defence crest level (top of embankment) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

Creates space for compensatory intertidal habitat.

•

Residual life of existing defence is not sufficient to raise the defence level as recommended in adjacent section by •
Exeter Canal
•

•

•

Visual impact
Where material will be sourced from
Need to consider through flow of water from existing culverts
Change in habitat from freshwater to intertidal – additional compensatory habitat may be required to achieve this

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP8

•

Value:

Cycle path can be relocated on to top of new embankment.

£13.0m to £17.5m

Maintenance: Annual grass cutting
Value:

£41k
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EXETER ST DAVIDS TO DAWLISH WARREN

200m 50ch to 202m 20ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by the railway embankment. To the North of Starcross Yacht Club the slopes are
protected by stone pitching. To the South of the Yacht Club the embankment is retained alongside the estuary behind
a buttressed vertical stone wall.
The proposed solution is to install steel sheet piles to riverward of the existing slopes/wall structures. The area between
the two alignments would then be backfilled creating a wider working platform for rail operatives.
The finished defence crest level (top of pile cap) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

North of Yacht Club

JUSTIFICATION

South of Yacht Club

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

Limits impact on the intertidal habitats

•

Need for compensatory habitat

•

Limits impact on railway operations during construction

•

Potentially limited windows for sheet pile installation due to noise and vibration impacts environmental
designations (e.g. eels, breeding and overwintering birds)

•

Need to ensure no impact on through flow of water from existing culverts and outfalls

•

Interface with Yacht Club

•

Need for rock to be placed locally to limit wave reflection at the defence which could lead to scour effects

•

There are existing accesses to the estuary under the railway. At the end of Church Road (200m 60ch), and at the
Yacht Club (201m 04ch) protective flood gates will be needed in the near future.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP12

•

Value:
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Provision of wider working platform for rail operatives

£15.8m to £21.4m
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EXETER ST DAVIDS TO DAWLISH WARREN

202m 20ch to 202m 60ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by the railway embankment retained alongside the estuary behind a buttressed
vertical stone wall. Between 202m 45ch and 202m 56ch there is rock fronting the wall.
The proposed solution is to install steel sheet piles riverward of the existing wall structure. The area between the two
alignments would then be backfilled creating a wider working platform for rail operatives.
The finished defence crest level (top of pile cap) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

Limits impact on the intertidal habitats (compared to other defence options)

•

Need for compensatory habitat

•

Limits impact on railway operations during construction

•

•

Limits impact on Starcross station

Potentially limited windows for sheet pile installation due to noise and vibration impacts environmental
designations (e.g. eels, breeding and overwintering birds)

•

Need to ensure no impact on through flow of water from existing culverts and outfalls

•

Tie-in with existing station infrastructure

•

Interface with existing riverside structures to be considered (fishing piers etc.) – maybe use flood glass and gates
where appropriate

•

Groundwater constraints at Starcross – ensure sufficient outfalls

•

There are existing accesses to the estuary under the railway at 202m 44ch and 202m 58ch which need to be
maintained. Future maintenance of flood risk through these assets is the responsibility of other parties..

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP8

•

Provision of wider working platform for rail operatives

Value:

•

Improved protection to residential and commercial properties behind railway at Starcross, including Pumphouse.

£5.8m to £7.8m
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EXETER ST DAVIDS TO DAWLISH WARREN

202m 60ch to 203m 10ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by the railway embankment retained alongside the estuary behind a buttressed
vertical stone wall.
The proposed solution is to install steel sheet piles riverward of the existing defence. The area between the two
alignments would then be backfilled creating a wider working platform for rail operatives.
The finished defence crest level (top of pile cap) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

Limits impact on the intertidal habitats (compared to other defence options)

•

Need for compensatory habitat

•

Limits impact on railway operations during construction

•

Potentially limited windows for sheet pile installation due to noise and vibration impacts environmental
designations (e.g. eels, breeding and overwintering birds)

•

Need to ensure no impact on through flow of water from existing culverts and outfalls

•

Interface with existing riverside structures to be considered (fishing piers etc.) maybe use flood glass and gates
where appropriate)

•

Need for rock to be placed locally to limit wave reflection at the defence which could lead to scour effects

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP15

•

Value:
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Provision of wider working platform for rail operatives

£4.3m to £5.8m
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EXETER ST DAVIDS TO DAWLISH WARREN

203m 10ch to 203m 20ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing flood protection to the surrounding area is provided by Environment Agency defences around Cockwood
Harbour. The railway runs on a rock-faced causeway with bridged openings at either end allowing tidal water exchange
and limited boat movement between the harbour and estuary.
The proposed solution is to install steel sheet piles along the toe on both sides of the causeway. The area behind would
then be backfilled creating a wider working platform for rail operatives.
The finished defence crest level (top of pile cap) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

Limits impact on the intertidal habitats (compared to other defence options)

•

Need for compensatory habitat

•

Limits impact on railway operations during construction

•

Potentially limited windows for sheet pile installation due to noise and vibration impacts environmental
designations (e.g. eels, breeding and overwintering birds)

•

Need to ensure no impact on through flow of water under existing bridges

•

Need for rock to be placed locally to limit wave reflection at the defence which could lead to scour effects –
potentially by recycling existing protection

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP15

•

Value:

Provision of wider working platform for rail operatives

£1.4m to £1.9m
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EXETER ST DAVIDS TO DAWLISH WARREN

203m 20ch to 203m 60ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by the railway embankment retained alongside the estuary behind a vertical stone
wall (locally at northern limit buttressed). Between 203m 30ch and 203m 35ch the face has been protected by rock, this
part of the reinstatement that followed the wall breach in 1945.
The proposed solution is to install steel sheet piles riverward of the existing defence. The area between the two
alignments would then be backfilled creating a wider working platform for rail operatives.
The finished defence crest level (top of pile cap) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

Limits impact on the intertidal habitats (compared to other defence options)

•

Need for compensatory habitat

•

Limits impact on railway operations during construction

•

Potentially limited windows for sheet pile installation due to noise and vibration impacts environmental
designations (e.g. eels, breeding and overwintering birds)

•

Need to ensure no impact on through flow of water from existing culverts and outfalls

•

Interface with existing riverside structures to be considered (fishing piers etc.) maybe use flood glass and gates
where appropriate)

•

Need for rock to be placed locally to limit wave reflection at the defence which could lead to scour effects

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP15

•

Value:

30

Provision of wider working platform for rail operatives

£5.7m to £7.8m
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EXETER ST DAVIDS TO DAWLISH WARREN

203m 60ch to 204m 20ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by the railway embankment. The estuary side slopes are faced with stone pitching.
The proposed solution is to install steel sheet piles riverward of the existing defence. The area between the two
alignments would then be backfilled creating a wider working platform for rail operatives.
The finished defence crest level (top of pile cap) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

Limits impact on the intertidal habitats (compared to other defence options)

•

Need for compensatory habitat

•

Limits impact on railway operations during construction

•

Potentially limited windows for sheet pile installation due to noise and vibration impacts environmental
designations (e.g. eels, breeding and overwintering birds)

•

Need to ensure no impact on through flow of water from existing culverts and outfalls

•

Interface with existing riverside structures to be considered (fishing piers etc.) maybe use flood glass and gates
where appropriate)

•

Need for local accommodation of replacement for existing Curlew high tidal roost at 204m (e.g. by placing some
rock above high water.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP18

•

Value:

Provision of wider working platform for rail operatives

£5.7m to £7.8m

PHASE 3 RESILIENCE STRATEGY
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SECTION 5

Dawlish Warren to Kennaway Tunnel
204m 56.5ch to 204m 70ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by a rock revetment.
The proposed solution is a new rock revetment fronting the existing promenade.
A maintenance regime of reprofiling the rock every 20 years is recommended.
The finished defence crest level (rock armour crest) under the Resilience Strategy is +6.50 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

•

RESIDUAL RISKS

Limits impact on railway operations during construction

•

Loss of intertidal habitat

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP8

•

Allows pedestrian and maintenance vehicle access along this section to be maintained.

Value:

•

A suitable ramp / slipway could be installed to provide future maintenance access to the foreshore

£7.2m to £9.8m

Maintenance: Every 20 years starting 2050. Value:

PHASE 3 RESILIENCE STRATEGY

£64k per intervention
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DAWLISH WARREN TO KENNAWAY TUNNEL

204m 75ch to 205m 36ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by a sea wall and promenade.
The proposed solution is a new vertical wall with recurve, a widened promenade and a beach nourishment campaign.
Rock groynes are recommended to hold the increased beach material
A maintenance regime to reprofile the beach and rock groynes is recommended. Continued maintenance of Langstone
Rock terminal groyne is also recommended.
The finished defence crest level (vertical wall) under the Resilience Strategy is +7.00 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

The small footprint of the new vertical wall with recurve allows continued public access to the beach in the short to •
mid-term (up to 2065).

•

The defence is easily adaptable for climate change over the long term by addition of a rock revetment.

•

Maintenance access improved – accessible to larger vehicles/plant

Performance against overtopping will be reduced if the beach level is not maintained at a sufficiently high level.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP8

•

Pedestrian safety improved – wider walkway with protected edge

Value:

•

In conjunction with beach access steps, roundheads could be created locally to facilitate maintenance
access/operations (allowing vehicle passing)

£11.1m to £15.0m

Beach maintenance: Every 5 years starting 2035. Value:

£136k per intervention

Rock maintenance: Every 20 years starting 2050. Value:

£33k per intervention
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DAWLISH WARREN TO KENNAWAY TUNNEL

205m 36ch to 205m 51ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by a sea wall and promenade.
The proposed solution is a new vertical wall with recurve, a widened promenade and a beach nourishment campaign.
Rock groynes are recommended to hold the increased beach material.
A maintenance regime to reprofile the beach and rock groynes is recommended.
The finished defence crest level (vertical wall) under the Resilience Strategy is +7.00 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

The small footprint of the new vertical wall with recurve allows continued public access to the beach in the short to •
mid-term (up to 2065).

•

The defence is easily adaptable for climate change over the long term by addition of a rock revetment.

•

Maintenance access improved – accessible to larger vehicles/plant

Performance against overtopping will be reduced if the beach level is not maintained at a sufficiently high level.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP6

•

Pedestrian safety improved – wider walkway with protected edge

Value:

•

In conjunction with beach access steps, roundheads could be created locally to facilitate maintenance
access/operations (allowing vehicle passing)

£4.1m to £5.5m

Beach maintenance: Every 5 years starting 2025. Value:

£50k per intervention

Rock maintenance: Every 20 years starting 2040. Value:

£12k per intervention

PHASE 3 RESILIENCE STRATEGY
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DAWLISH WARREN TO KENNAWAY TUNNEL

205m 51ch to 205m 75ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by a sea wall and promenade.
The proposed solution is a new vertical wall with recurve, a widened promenade and a beach nourishment campaign.
Rock groynes are recommended to hold the increased beach material.
A maintenance regime to reprofile the beach and rock groynes is recommended.
The finished defence crest level (vertical wall) under the Resilience Strategy is +7.00 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

The small footprint of the new vertical wall with recurve allows continued public access to the beach in the short to •
mid-term (up to 2065).

•

The defence is easily adaptable for climate change over the long term by addition of a rock revetment.

•

Maintenance access improved – accessible to larger vehicles/plant

Performance against overtopping will be reduced if the beach level is not maintained at a sufficiently high level.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP8

•

Pedestrian safety improved – wider walkway with protected edge

Value:

•

In conjunction with beach access steps, roundheads to be created locally to facilitate maintenance
access/operations (allowing passing)

£6.5m to £8.8m

Beach maintenance: Every 5 years starting 2035. Value:

£80k per intervention

Rock maintenance: Every 20 years starting 2050. Value:

£19k per intervention
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DAWLISH WARREN TO KENNAWAY TUNNEL

205m 75ch to 206m 13ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by a sea wall and low level promenade. Dawlish station platform is for the most part
an elevated timber decked structure which sits above the promenade
The proposed solution is a new vertical wall with recurve at its crest, a detached rock breakwater and beach
nourishment, together helping establish a perched beach.
A maintenance regime involving renourishment of the beach and reprofiling of the detached structure is recommended.
The finished defence crest level (vertical wall) under the Resilience Strategy is +7.00 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

•
•

RESIDUAL RISKS

The small footprint of the new vertical wall with recurve allows continued public access to the beach in the short to •
mid-term.
•
The defence is easily adaptable for climate change over the long term by addition of a rock revetment.
•

Performance against overtopping can be reduced if the beach level is not maintained at a sufficiently high level.
Maintain public access or provide alternative
Interface with station buildings (e.g. drainage)

•

Final route of wall dependent on the structural capacity of the existing lower walkway.

•

Interface with EA/others regarding flood protection to Dawlish town at underbridge to be considered separately.

•

Plain concrete finish assumed, no cladding included at this point. Facing may be required by planning department.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP8

•

Value:

Increased amenity value (beach management)

£12.0m to £16.3m

Beach maintenance: Every 5 years starting 2035. Value:

£200k per intervention

Rock maintenance: Every 20 years starting 2050. Value:

£64k per intervention

PHASE 3 RESILIENCE STRATEGY
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DAWLISH WARREN TO KENNAWAY TUNNEL

206m 13ch to 206m 16ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The railway is protected by the lack of vertical wall (carried on underbridge).
No solution is proposed at this location without further detailed analysis of the interaction between Dawlish Water and
the sea.
Localised protection to the railway (to reduce spray) could be implemented by installing structural flood glass along the
bridge parapet.
Long-term solution is likely to include catchment management by holding river water upstream of Dawlish Town.

No cross-section as no solution proposed for Dawlish Water

JUSTIFICATION

•

RESIDUAL RISKS

The EA flood maps for Dawlish Town suggest there is a greater than 1 in 30 year risk of flooding around Dawlish •
Water currently which will worsen with time. Detailed modelling of the catchment is required to better understand
fluvial and coastal flood interactions and the associated risks.

Need for further work with EA/others to consider in detail the interface with Dawlish Water and what solution can
be arrived at.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

N/A

•
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Groyne could be upgraded to be used as a landing stage for bringing materials in and used as a leisure jetty following
completion of construction.
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DAWLISH WARREN TO KENNAWAY TUNNEL

206m 16ch to 206m 34ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by a sea wall and promenade.
The proposed solution is a new vertical wall with recurve, a widened promenade, and an extensive beach nourishment
campaign.
A maintenance regime to reprofile the beach and rock detached structure is recommended.
The finished defence crest level (vertical wall) under the Resilience Strategy is +7.00 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

•
•

RESIDUAL RISKS

The small footprint of the new vertical wall with recurve allows continued public access to the beach in the short to •
mid-term.
•
The defence is easily adaptable for climate change over the long term by addition of a rock revetment.

Tie in with existing ramp up from/to promenade and link with footbridge
Solution needs to tie into cliff face or portal protection if implemented.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP6

•

Increased amenity value (beach management)

Value:

•

Solution does not impact on Boat Cove or adjacent beach huts.

•

Pedestrian safety improved – wider walkway with protected edge

£5.6m to £7.6m

Beach maintenance: Every 5 years starting 2035. Value:

£86k per intervention

Rock maintenance: Every 20 years starting 2050. Value:

£64k per intervention

PHASE 3 RESILIENCE STRATEGY
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DAWLISH WARREN TO KENNAWAY TUNNEL

204m 69ch to 205m 53ch

Geotechnical assets
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS
The existing protection is provided by an ad hoc arrangement of lineside fences, toe barriers and local works to the cliffs.
There are gaps between the fences and the existing measures are unlikely to be resilient to future cliff falls and talus
slides posing a risk to the line.
The proposed solution is to design and install a continuous rockfall catchfence/barrier along the lineside, with
counterfort drains in talus slopes, and local face meshing or other protection (dentition) where the cliffs abut the line
and where there is insufficient space to install a toe barrier.
The maintenance regime will require annual inspection and occasional minor works to clear drains and accumulated
debris, and make repairs.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

It will improve the existing resilience of the railway by preventing run-out of rockfall debris and washout of fines •
onto the line.

The design life of the proposed measures is likely to be limited to 50 years owing to the aggressive marine
environment.

•

It has limited impact on the Dawlish Cliffs SSSI as the works are generally not applied to the cliff face.

•

•

It is an extension and upgrade of existing measures so unlikely to meet significant resistance from the public.

The proposed measures may be insufficient to protect the rail against run-out of a large cliff failure, albeit this is
considered highly unlikely.

•

The barrier system can be installed in sections, allowing the work to be phased and implemented over a series of
possessions rather than requiring large scale disruptive works.

•

Proposed works that impact the SSSI (where a barrier is not feasible) may attract objections, leaving the railway
exposed to potential rock fall impact, albeit over very limited lengths.

•

The line will be exposed to a low level geotechnical hazard and risk of cliff falls and slides until such times as an
improved barrier is installed. Given the relative low cost of the solution there is an opportunity to implement risk
reduction along this section relatively quickly compared to major capital schemes being considered elsewhere.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP6/CP7

•

The barrier would provide added security from unauthorised access to the upline along this section.

Value:

•

The design of the barrier and drainage could include a pathway on the cliff side, improving access for maintenance
and to cliff exposures designated by the SSSI.

£4.8m to £6.6m

Replacement: Every 50 years starting 2075. Value:
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£4.8m to £6.6m per intervention
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SECTION 6

Kennaway Tunnel to Parson’s Tunnel
206m 42ch to 206m 52ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by a sea wall and Coryton Beach. Masonry breakwaters act as control structures at
either end of the beach.
The proposed solution is a new vertical wall with recurve.
The breakwaters are to be maintained/rehabilitated as necessary.
The finished defence crest level (vertical wall) under the Resilience Strategy is +8.00 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

The small footprint of the new vertical wall with recurve allows continued public access to the beach.

•

Access to Coryton Cove is very limited and could increase cost to transport materials to site.

•

The defence is easily adaptable for climate change over the long term by addition of a rock revetment.

•

Difficulty in storing materials on/near to site.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP12

•

Value:

Provision of wider working platform for rail operatives

£2.5m to £3.4m
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KENNAWAY TUNNEL TO PARSON S TUNNEL

206m 63ch to 206m 71ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by a large beach and breakwater structures
Continued maintenance of this structures is recommended.

NO CROSS-SECTION AS NO WORKS PROPOSED

JUSTIFICATION

•

RESIDUAL RISKS

Standard of protection against wave overtopping currently very high and defence is well protected by existing •
breakwaters and high beach.

If breakwater sustains damage, further protection may be necessary

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

N/A

•
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Potential to improve private access across railway to Shell Cove
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KENNAWAY TUNNEL TO PARSON S TUNNEL

206m 74ch to 207m 25ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by a sea wall.
The proposed solution is a new rock revetment to face the existing wall.
The finished defence crest level (rock armour) under the Resilience Strategy is +7.50 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

Due to the deeper water at the toe of the existing structure, a revetment is the simplest solution to construct.

•

Limited disruption to railway operations as work can be done seaward of the railway.

•

The consenting process (through the Marine Management Organisation) could be complicated by the seaward
extension of the defence.

•

Access is very limited (only accessible by sea); this could increase cost to transport materials to site.

•

Difficulty in storing materials on/near to site (likely to need a jack-up barge).

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP12

•

Value:

None

£31.5m to £42.6m

Rock maintenance: Every 20 years starting 2070. Value:

PHASE 3 RESILIENCE STRATEGY

£64k per intervention
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KENNAWAY TUNNEL TO PARSON S TUNNEL

206m 34ch to 207m 42ch

Geotechnical Assets
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

There is a risk of rockfall and landslides above the tunnel portals and intervening open sections between Kennaway
Tunnel north portal and Parsons Tunnel south portal.
The proposed solution is to install rockfall shelters at tunnel portals and along open sections between the tunnels where
there is moderate to high risk of rockfall/landslides. The shelters will protect the line from falling rock and landslip
debris.
In some locations it will be necessary to alleviate ponding and flooding through enhanced provision of drainage between
the cliff and the railway. Localised areas of rockface pinning and netting will also be required. These items are included
within the capital cost highlighted below.
Realignment of Parson’s Tunnel south portal will be required for the reclamation option along the Teignmouth frontage;
this is included in the Parson’s Tunnel to Teignmouth section of this report.
Rockfall shelters will require minimal maintenance and will provide long-term resilience.
Left: between Coryton and Kennaway tunnels; right between Parson’s and Clerk tunnels.

Long-section through tunnel and proposed rockfall shelter

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

Construction of rockfall shelters beneath portals and open sections exposed to rockfall hazard and landslides will •
mitigate the risk over critical lengths and substantially improve the resilience of the railway.

•

The rockfall shelters will require minimal maintenance.

The shelter will be designed to withstand the direct impact and load forces of a credible range of rockfall and
landslide events. There is a residual risk that the design will not accommodate very substantial cliff failures but this
is considered unlikely.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP6/CP7

•

Reduces open access between tunnels improving security.

Value:

•

The design of the shelters can be optimised to be partly open on the seaward side maintaining the views of the
coastline from trains whilst improving current levels of protection/resilience from wave over-topping and sea spray.

£29.2m to £39.4m

Maintenance: None
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SECTION 7

Parson’s Tunnel to Teignmouth
207m 42ch to 208m 56ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by a sea wall.
The proposed solution is a seaward reclamation protected by a rock revetment.
The finished defence crest level (rock armour) under the Resilience Strategy is +7.30 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

It presents significant cost efficiencies due to combined coastal and geotechnical solution.

•

The revetment solution presents the simplest and safest construction methodology for the reclamation.

•

Limited disruption to railway operations as initial work can be done seaward of the railway.

•

The consenting process (through the Marine Management Organisation) could be complicated by the seaward
extension of the defence.

•

Potential for some resistance due to the scale of the suggested works.

•

Interface to existing structures

•

Environmental impacts (on benthic habitats)

•

Licences and consents

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP6

•

Improved access to railway

Value:

Included in geotechnical option

•

A passing loop for faster services could be accommodated.

Rock maintenance: Every 20 years starting 2039

•

Limited impact on residential properties at top of cliff

Value:

•

Cycle path

£64k per intervention
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PARSON S TUNNEL TO TEIGNMOUTH

207m 45ch to 208m 66.5ch

Geotechnical Assets
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The section between Parson’s Tunnel and Teignmouth is backed by over steepened cliffs that are subject to failure and
deep-seated landslides in places. Local cliff works include, soil nails and mesh, drainage and toe barrier, including recent
works to stabilise the cliffs at Windjammer and Woodlands.
Access to the cliffs is severely constrained by the railway and private property above.
The proposed solution is a rockfill cliff buttress, drainage and coastal reclamation, with minor profiling and
strengthening of the upper cliff section. Also included are a new bridge/culvert structure over the stream mouth at
Smugglers Lane, tunnel mouth works and portal protection to Parson’s Tunnel west portal and meshing and toe barrier
works to CBU 1 (Slocums Bridge)
The reclamation is needed to create space for the cliff buttress which will provide long-term support to the cliff and
mitigate the potential for deep-seated landslides and all other forms of mass movement.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line

.

JUSTIFICATION

RESIDUAL RISKS

•

Substantially increases the resilience of the railway to geohazards.

•

Avoids the need for a major regrade of the cliffs.

•

Limits the land take required above the cliffs to achieve a stable slope and therefore has less impact on existing
infrastructure and private property.

•

Design of new alignment has to ensure appropriate resilience to marine hazards, which may be elevated compared
to current alignment.

•

The consenting process (through the Marine Management Organisation) could be complicated and lengthy due to
the large area of reclamation, but possibly no worse than obtaining consents for the cliff regrade option.

•

Potential to meet resistance due to the scale of the suggested works.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP6/CP7

•

Presents the opportunity to create access to the cliffs for maintenance and additional amenity through a wider
promenade and cycle path

•

Presents the opportunity to construct the new works offline and seaward of the existing railway.

Value:

£250m to £338m

Maintenance: None
Value:
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£0k per intervention
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SECTION 8

Teignmouth to Newton Abbot
209m 20ch to 209m 30ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by sloped stone pitching.
The proposed solution is a small upstand concrete wall.
The finished defence crest level (upstand wall) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.
Option to advance works to coincide with works from 209m 30ch to 209m 50ch to be considered.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

•

RESIDUAL RISKS

Scale of protection required and inaccessibility along water’s edge determine need for this to be handled as basic •
rail delivered solution

That existing footprint of track formation and pitching requires more extensive solution where upstand wall needs
to be constructed within the down slope.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP15

•

All work within railway footprint.

Value:

•

Low-level wall will have no impact on passenger views

£0.7m to £1.0m
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TEIGNMOUTH TO NEWTON ABBOT

209m 30ch to 209m 50ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by sloped stone pitching.
The proposed solution is a small upstand concrete wall.
The finished defence crest level (upstand wall) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

•

RESIDUAL RISKS

Scale of protection required and inaccessibility along water’s edge determine need for this to be handled as basic •
rail delivered solution

That existing footprint of track formation and pitching requires more extensive solution where upstand wall needs
to be constructed within the down slope.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP10

•

All work within railway footprint.

Value:

•

Low-level wall will have no impact on passenger views
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£1.4m to £1.9m
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TEIGNMOUTH TO NEWTON ABBOT

209m 50ch to 210m 00ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by sloped stone pitching.
The proposed solution is a small upstand concrete wall.
The finished defence crest level (upstand wall) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

•

RESIDUAL RISKS

Scale of protection required and inaccessibility along water’s edge determine need for this to be handled as basic •
rail delivered solution

That existing footprint of track formation and pitching requires more extensive solution where upstand wall needs
to be constructed within the down slope.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP15

•

All work within railway footprint.

Value:

•

Low-level wall will have no impact on passenger views

£2.1m to £2.9m
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TEIGNMOUTH TO NEWTON ABBOT

210m 00ch to 210m 60ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by sloped stone pitching.
The proposed solution is a small upstand concrete wall.
The finished defence crest level (upstand wall) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

•

RESIDUAL RISKS

Scale of protection required and inaccessibility along water’s edge determine need for this to be handled as basic •
rail delivered solution.

That existing footprint of track formation and pitching requires more extensive solution where upstand wall needs
to be constructed within the down slope.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP18

•

All work within railway footprint.

Value:

•

Low-level wall will have no impact on passenger views
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£4.3m to £5.8m
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TEIGNMOUTH TO NEWTON ABBOT

211m 20ch to 212m 20ch

Coastal Structures
DESCRIPTION OF WORKS

The existing protection is provided by sloped stone pitching.
The proposed solution is a small upstand concrete wall.
The finished defence crest level (upstand wall) under the Resilience Strategy is +5.10 mOD.

Existing arrangement shown by dashed line; proposed solution shown by solid line.

JUSTIFICATION

•

RESIDUAL RISKS

Scale of protection required and inaccessibility along water’s edge determine need for this to be handled as basic •
rail delivered solution.

That existing footprint of track formation and pitching requires more extensive solution where upstand wall needs
to be constructed within the down slope.

COSTS AND TIMINGS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Capital works: CP18

•

All work within railway footprint.

Value:

•

Low-level wall will have no impact on passenger views

£5.7m to £7.7m
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SECTION 9

Residual risks for further investigation
This section sets out to consider the unknowns which will require further attention in subsequent
developmental stages of the Resilience Strategy. Several of the unknowns highlighted could have a
significant impact on the programme and scheme cost. Further studies to reduce the risks associated
with these unknowns are also presented below.
A full list of the risks and opportunities related to the successful implementation of the Resilience
Strategy was collated during a risk workshop held on 26th April 2016 and is presented in Appendix A.
These risks and opportunities have been grouped within six broad themes: Cost, Environment,
Operation, Programme, Public perception and Safety.
Many of the issues listed in Appendix A have only a small impact individually on the delivery of the
investment programme but in aggregate could have a much more significant bearing on the successful
implementation of the Resilience Strategy. A selection of the most critical issues warranting further
investigation or resolution are explored in more detail under the following sub-headings.

9.1 Cost
Although reasoned, robust assumptions have been made about the form of coastal and geotechnical
solutions that will be required to implement the strategy, until more is known about ground conditions
and designs have been undertaken, significant unknowns regarding the detail of the works and the
material quantities remain. This could have a significant impact on costs, both due to changes to the
quantities of construction materials required from those assumed and to the costs of transporting
them to site. This is particularly relevant for the preferred solution from Parson’s Tunnel to
Teignmouth (involving reclamation and cliff buttressing) where small changes in what has been
assumed to be a stable slope will result in significant changes to the volumes of materials required.
Three phases of GI programmes were scoped under this Resilience Strategy commission, covering the
cliff sections:
•

the first phase due this summer covering the areas alongside the railway between Teignmouth
and Parson’s Tunnel,

•

a future second phase the areas between Parson’s Tunnel and Kennaway Tunnel, and

•

a future third phase between Kennaway Tunnel and Dawlish Warren

Although the information gathered in this investigations will help reduce unknowns and associated
risks for the works envisaged to help stabilise the slopes on the landward side of the line, further
investigations (both GI and other structural investigations) will also be needed to help determine the
design of the proposed new coastal defences to ensure the appropriateness of the type and form of
structure that has been assumed.
There are many existing structures in the study area about which little is known. It is possible that
further information gathered in the future could differ considerably from the assumed forms of these
structures, leading to an impact on the costs for their removal/replacement.
Although as far as possible the coastal works proposed attempt to minimise the time needed for line
closure, this achieved by building new structures to seaward of the existing defences, the complexities
of construction and NR’s operational constraints could still determine that the implications of
operational line management measures and any associated impacts on construction programme and
costs have not been adequately been covered. Given the relatively unique circumstances that exist
along the Exeter to Newton Abbot frontage and the paucity of any information concerning anything
of equivalence (in railway infrastructure terms) in the way of past planned interventions, it has only
been possible to test the validity of the construction costs determined against works where an
operating railway has been less of a consideration.
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Another uncertainty which could have a significant impact on the cost of delivering the preferred
solutions in the Exe Estuary surrounds compensatory habitat. At this stage, it is unknown what ratio
of new habitat to habitat lost will be applied by Natural England when determining the required area
of compensatory habitat. Such requirements cannot be determined until after the SEA process has
been completed.
Another factor at this stage, with the potential for increasing the assumed costs is the extent to which
environmental constraints may need to influence the overall duration of the works programmes – to
accommodate bird nesting, eel spawning etc. Although completion of the SEA process may help
establish the working windows within which construction activities would be allowed, the impacts
that this would have on construction costs would even then be difficult to estimate.

9.2 Environment
Although there are several important environmental designations highlighted in the environmental
baseline, at this early stage in the strategy process it is difficult to predict the risks to individual species
from construction activities. In order to assess such impacts, the need for the following field surveys
should be anticipated:
•

Benthic surveys of the area that would be affected by the proposed reclamation between Parson’s
Tunnel and Teignmouth

•

Surveys of birds over at least two years.

•

As indicated in Section 9.1, although the completion of the SEA process may help establish what
surveys are likely to be required, it will not be until the results of such surveys have been analysed
that any consequences in terms of design and/or programming can be determined.

9.3 Programme
Although there are many risks which could have an impact on programme, many of these are related
to the timeliness of decisions rather than unknowns which require further investigation. Two of the
key unknowns which could affect the programme are the lack of information about the existing
structures and the unknown extent of replacement habitat to be provided to satisfy Natural England’s
requirements (as highlighted in Section 9.1 above).
A particular risk which could affect the programme of works is the discovery of maritime archaeology
which could potentially halt all works on site until a full excavation is made. In extreme cases this could
require adaptation of the planned works should the archaeological findings be considered to be of
sufficient importance.

9.4 Public perception
Many of the risks relating to public perception are linked to the success of conversations with and
information provided to the Public – ensuring that they understand the construction challenges, and
the benefits that they as a community can expect to gain from such works eg a better and larger beach
at Dawlish. These risks are more about ensuring that local residents are engaged and kept informed,
rather than unknown information affecting the success of the project.

9.5 Safety
An area of concern regarding safety following construction is the presence of unknown buried
structures which could become exposed if the beach level drops significantly causing them to become
exposed.
Additionally, there is the residual risk that an event of greater magnitude than the design storm occurs
causing significant disruption and presenting a major health and safety hazard.
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RESIDUAL RISKS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

Given that the works proposed are to take place in locations where workers and plant are exposed to
ever-changing marine and fluvial conditions, in areas alongside an operational railway, and adjacent
to relatively unstable cut slopes, fulfilling the potentially higher level safety requirements and
expectations of the future may lead to additional cost and delay implementation.
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SECTION 10

Summary of proposed investments and
implementation programme
The investment profile for the works outlined in Sections 5 to 8 of this report are summarised by fiveyear Control Period in Table 10-1. A larger format (at A3 scale) of this information in more detail,
showing the level of investment by control period and location along the Study Area is appended to
this document in Appendix B. Two gantt charts showing investment to CP9 and beyond are also
included in Appendix B.
Table
a 10-1
1 1: Summary
a of investments
v
nts by control
r l period
e
Control Period (Year)

Capital Cost of Implementation Works

CP6 (2019 – 2024)

£210m to £284m

CP7 (2024 – 2029)

£84m to £114m

CP8 (2029-2034)

£55.5m to £75m

CP9 (2034-2039)

-

CP10 (2039-2044)

£1.4m to £1.9m

CP11 (2044-2049)

-

CP12 (2049-2054)

£50m to £67m

CP13 (2054-2059)

-

CP14 (2059-2064)

-

CP15 (2064-2069)

£31m to £42m

CP16 (2069-2074)

-

CP17 (2074-2079)

-

CP18 (2079-2084)

£16m to £21m

CP19 (2084-2089)

-

CP20 (2089-2094)

-

CP21 (2094-2099)

-

CP22 (2099-2104)

-

CP23 (2104-2109)

-

CP24 (2109-2114)

-

TOTAL

£448m to £605

Alongside the above, as part of the options appraisal process, and reported within the Phase 2 Options
Assessment Report, measures to improve the resilience of existing and future rail assets were
considered. The table from that report is reproduced as Table 10-2 below. Although some early
interventions would be of benefit, for the most part they are to be considered as part of the asset
renewal/system updating process.
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED INVESTMENTS AND IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

Table
10optionss
T
10-2: Rail assett resilience
ie ce improvement
em
o
Asset types

Event-based intervention options

Tunnels

Portal protection – covered by geotech solutions.

Bridges

Any minors works required to accommodate coastal protection upgrade to be undertaken as part of those works

Enhanced specification BAU
Headland erosion threat to tunnels – may need to be included in future coastal maintenance if voids in the headlands develop
beneath the tunnels.
Ensure scour included in inspection and maintenance programmes.
Ensure major storm flood event included in bridge assessments.

Gantries and footbridges

Interim risk from rockfall or wave action before geotech and coastal options are implemented,
Footbridges – None. Generally not present in highest risk locations or modern so designed to adequate standards.
Those in medium risk locations appear robust/immune to damage, and if were to be damaged by extreme event are
not required for operation of railway and so once debris of bridge and other operations could commence

Continue maintenance and when replacement eventually needed, provide more corrosion resistance alternative based on whole
life cost assessment (marine grade paint system, or FRP where feasible).

Signal Gantries – Option 1 move to lower risk location
Option 2 –install local rockfall protection
GSM-R Mast

Smugglers Lane and Dawlish Station masts not considered high risk (based on comments received from Tony White).

Corrosion-resistant specs in future.
System redundancy (200%) or relocation would improve access for inspection and maintenance.
ETCS masts will need enhanced management plans.

Stations

None in high risk geotech.

Canopies/roofs vs winds, enhanced inspection frequency, enhanced maintenance.

Overall protection by coastal, - unmitigated interim risks to be flagged-up (e.g. Dawlish, Starcross). Platform
(wooden) at Dawlish
Drainage

New drainage (including UTX) where enhanced drainage is required as part of geotech CBU solutions

No apparent current evidence of wet track beds etc. within scope, hence restore blocked/overgrown culverts/drainage to service
and carry out minor upgrades/new works over time as need established

Off-tracks

No event-based intervention options.

Reinstatement of boundaries, enhanced tree management, enhanced off-track drainage and flood-relief drainage.

Cliff Toe walls to prevent talus on track and tunnel portal protection to reduce risk of blockage by rock fall

BAU - consider coated rails in wet areas in tunnels only

Track

Temperature effect – review Stress Temperature specification (NB: low risk on coastal section)
Review specification for track clips - corrosion resistant specification
Ballast

Coastal options will reduce frequency of over-topping and geotech options decrease landslip - talus

Consider fixed track bed solutions (ballast enclosed in sections of concrete trough)

Ballast Contamination – by waves or landslip

– more frequent ballast cleaning / tamping

Ballast shift by waves.

– consider application of polyurethane resin (gluing) to stabilise ballast in risk areas

See Drainage to avoid “wet beds”
Switches and Crossings

Signalling

Switch Operating Motors – wave action and corrosion.

BAU – increase specification for switch motors– provide duplex motors – increase redundancy

Provide protection against wave action – GRP shroud

Replace hardwood slide pads

Equipment Rooms & Location Cases – protect from rockfall – localised protection walls in high risk areas

Replace all track circuits with axle counters (prioritise flood risk areas).

Relocate Location Boxes above flood height

Review specification for location cases and axle counters

Signal Head gantries (see above)

Cabling (see E&P)
Provide Bi-directional signalling (constrained by out dated signals controls)

Telecoms

Telecoms Equipment Room - move to safe location (away from rock fall or flood level)

Ensure sufficient air-con to meet higher peak temperature

Or local protection walls against rock fall
E&P

Location Boxes - (impact of current Cable Renewal Project)

BAU - replace with GRP cabinet –Raise above flood level or use cable

Local protective walls to prevent mechanical damage by waves or rock-fall

– ensure cable water resistant and no joints

Cable Trough Flooding

Replace with cable supports – set height above rail level (in estuary section)

No Power Supply Point in scope
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Appendix A - Risk register

APPENDIX A - RISK REGISTER

Risks to the implementation of the Resilience Strategy and opportunities were collated during a risk
workshop on 26th April 2016. In total, 101 issues were noted; 83 of these have been identified as being
risks and 18 as opportunities. These have been grouped within six themes: Cost, Environment,
Operation, Programme, Public perception and Safety. Tables A-1 to A-6 relating to each theme follow
below.
Table
and opportunities
related
a A-1
A 1: Implementation
m n
n risks
r
p
e e to costs
s
Risk / Opportunity

Issue

Risk

Tunnel re-alignment may add significant cost (at Parson’s south portal)

Risk

Difficulties surrounding land purchase may add significant cost: MMO, DfT, Crown Estate, individual
land owners

Risk

Land ownership may affect consenting process and add cost

Risk

Source of materials for reclamation is not nearby (marine much faster)

Risk

Severing of transatlantic global crossing cable

Risk

Source of materials for cliff berm is not nearby (again marine delivery likely to be much faster and
less disruptive)

Risk

Transport to site of materials (mode of transport and stockpiling of materials)

Risk

Severing external telecoms assets (US-UK cable in up cess)

Risk

Residual life of existing estuary defences reduced by increased flow from Exe (upstream discharge)

Risk

Damage to lineside assets during works; either check unaffected or upgrade as part of works

Risk

Top of existing embankments may not be wide/strong enough to accommodate upstand wall

Risk

Need to find compensatory habitat for areas lost in Exe, may need to find this outside estuary

Risk

Meeting modern construction standards (e.g. hand rail) may increase maintenance costs

Risk

Possessions are not available or are inadequate to complete works (TOCs/FOCs do not grant access)

Risk

ALO restricts the plant that can be used and alternative methodology is more expensive

Risk

Availability of competent / appropriate contractors as not usual work for NR

Risk

WLC unknown for items such as beach nourishment, in part it would be reactive and will depend on
location of source

Opportunity

Main breakwater at Dawlish extended and accessibility improved to enable it to be used in
construction and later as an enhanced amenity

Opportunity

Planned dredging from Pole Sands (off Dawlish Warren) may provide suitable source of beach
material

Risk

Access may not be allowed through Riviera Terrace (vehicular and pedestrian)

Risk

Ground conditions not sufficiently well known or model incorrect, resulting in increase in cost

Risk

Implications of SSSI on works – may incur additional cost through change in methodology

Risk

Beach levels may fluctuate and require additional nourishment

Risk

Full details of existing structures may be unknown, incomplete or differ from assumptions

Risk

Car park at Dawlish Warren owned by Teignbridge may not be available for use as a site compound

Risk

Insufficient safe and secure storage space for materials and plant

Risk

Ratio for compensatory habitat applied by Natural England unknown
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Table
and opportunities
related
issues
a A-2
A 2: Implementation
m n
n risks
r
p
e e to environmental
o
u
Risk / Opportunity

Issue

Risk

Protected wreck offshore near Teignmouth is impacted by works

Opportunity

Environmental enhancement and habitat creation (Teignmouth cliffs)

Opportunity

Soft engineered solutions to improve existing embankment in Teign (if necessary in future) e.g.
willow faggot and sand-filled geobag toe

Opportunity

Environmental enhancement through soft engineering solutions

Risk

Risks to individual species

Table
and opportunities
related
operation
a A-3
A 3: Implementation
m n
n risks
r
p
e e to future
u
e
n
Risk / Opportunity

Issue

Opportunity

Permanent walkway could be provided on revetment wall

Opportunity

NR access to Teign for maintenance etc. could be improved.

Risk

Who will take responsibility for the operation of demountable barriers if installed? (e.g. at Dawlish
Water)

Risk

Design does not provide sufficient space for vehicular access for maintenance (alongside line
between Langstone Rock and Kennaway Tunnel)

Opportunity

Langstone Rock could be upgraded for permanent access (e.g. include ramp to foreshore)

Opportunity

Alternative step-free access to down platform level could be provided

Tab
and opportunities
related
a le A-4
A 4: Implementation
m n
n risks
r
p
e e to programme
r g m
Risk / Opportunity
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Issue

Opportunity

Technology of material could be optimised (lighter solutions etc.)

Opportunity

Precast rock fall shelter units could reduce operational disruption and construction time

Risk

Licensing may take longer than expected: e.g. MMO, DCO (2km+ consecutive length), Crown Estate,
TWAO

Risk

Land purchase may take longer than expected: DfT, Crown Estate, individual land owners

Risk

Land ownership complexities may have a significant effect on consenting process

Risk

Scope is not agreed early enough adding delays to programme

Risk

Accessibility to tunnel section for construction and maintenance

Risk

Source of materials for reclamation is not nearby (marine much faster)

Risk

Source of materials for cliff berm is not nearby

Risk

Transport to site of materials

Risk

Seasonal working to account for environmental constraints may extend the programme of works
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Tab
A--4: Implementation
and opportunities
related
a le A
m n
n risks
r
p
e e to programme
r g m
Risk / Opportunity

Issue

Risk

Timing of EA delivery of compensatory habitat for coastal squeeze is unknown and could affect
programme

Risk

Working hours could be significantly reduced at low water pinch points

Risk

GI along existing and proposed defence alignments takes longer than expected

Risk

Way works are packaged could have a significant effect on consenting processes

Risk

Status of walkway and right of way along Dawlish Beach could affect the consenting process

Risk

Crown Estates do not grant access to beach for compound at Langstone Rock

Risk

Engagement with MMO is slow and delays are created due to licensing not arriving on time

Risk

Possessions are not available or are inadequate to complete works (TOCs/FOCs don't grant access)

Risk

ALO restricts the plant that can be used, so work takes longer

Risk

Planning permission delayed or not granted for sea wall

Risk

Appointment of competent / appropriate supplier as not usual work for NR

Risk

Insufficient time is included for statutory processes and environmental studies (EIA, HRA) leading to
programme extension

Opportunity

Main breakwater at Dawlish could be extended for use during construction and for later amenity
value

Opportunity

Planned dredging from Pole Sands (off Dawlish Warren) may provide suitable source for beach
recharge material

Risk

Unknown marine archaeology halts work

Risk

Implications of SSSI on works - delays to works

Risk

Increase of tourist numbers in summer delays effective working periods

Risk

Machinery access is limited by obstacles and pinch points leading to delays

Risk

Ownership of land / assets unclear leading to delays

Risk

Full details of existing structures are unknown, incomplete or differ from assumptions

Risk

Constraints associated with conflicting requirements of different plants/animals/habitats

Risk

Car park at Dawlish Warren owned by Teignbridge may not be available for use as a site compound

Risk

Insufficient safe and secure storage space for materials and plant

Risk

Ratio for compensatory habitat applied by Natural England unknown

Risk

Requirement for sufficiently long period of survey data (e.g. bird surveys)

Table
and opportunities
related
perception
a A-5
A 5: Implementation
m n
n risks
r
p
e e to public
u
r
Risk / Opportunity

Issue

Opportunity

Enhanced coastal path for cyclists and pedestrians could be provided (between Teignmouth and
Smugglers Lane)

Opportunity

Car park at Smugglers Lane could be provided
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Table
A--5: Implementation
and opportunities
related
perception
a A
m n
n risks
r
p
e e to public
u
r
Risk / Opportunity

Issue

Opportunity

Public education - opportunities to learn about cliff stabilisation and coastal defence

Risk

Confused message to public through several points of contact to manage public questions

Risk

Residents make many complaints due to not being kept up-to-date

Opportunity

Potential for one or two additional tracks between Parson's Tunnel and Teignmouth (for overtaking
loop)

Risk

Short term and long term impact on local business (Smugglers Lane driftwood collector, Red Rock
Cafe)

Risk

Solution for Dawlish Water is not found or takes time to implement.

Risk

Working hours and disruption of residents with noisy/vibrating equipment

Risk

Locals are unhappy with works and no longer support strategy (and/or cause trouble on site)

Risk

Works do not align with the requirements of EA, TDC etc. in Dawlish Town

Risk

Access to beach unavailable during construction

Table
and opportunities
related
a A-6
A 6: Implementation
m n
n risks
r
p
e e to safety
e
Risk / Opportunity
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Issue

Risk

Accessibility of rock fall shelters for maintenance

Risk

Single line working may be preferable to using a jack-up barge

Opportunity

Moving upstand wall to seaward will provide improved safe operational access between wall and
existing railway

Risk

Rates of sea level rise are significantly more than assumed in the design

Risk

Storm event return periods are inaccurate (e.g. 1 in 100 turns out to be 1 in 10)

Risk

"Rogue" piece of plant breaches the ALO area

Risk

Drainage becomes blocked very quickly (insufficient capacity) and therefore doesn't work effectively

Risk

Presence of unknown historic structures (old/rusty) may be exposed if sand levels drop

Risk

Ground conditions not well enough known or model incorrect, so design rendered unsafe

Risk

Landslides occur before options are constructed

Risk

Wall breaches / fails before work is completed

Risk

Beach levels fluctuate and standard of protection is compromised

Risk

Bathing water quality adversely impacted by construction work

Risk

Working at height - drones can be used to survey risky locations (e.g. as was done at Woodlands)

Risk

Exclusion zone is not easily policed with marine boundary (e.g. private vessels accessing beach from
sea)

Risk

Public access to site and people trying to sneak in to take photos etc.
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